Crystallographic analysis of facets using electron backscatter diffraction.
Applications of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), also known as backscatter Kikuchi diffraction in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) are first and foremost microtexture and grain boundary misorientation analysis on a single polished section in the specimen. A more subtle and revealing approach to analysis of these data is to use EBSD to probe the orientations of planar surfaces, i.e. facets, which bound crystals. These surfaces include: * grain or phase boundaries * fractures * cracks It is of great interest to know the crystallography of such facets since it provides a key to understanding the physical properties of them. As far as investigation methodology is concerned, surfaces or facets associated with polycrystals are of two types: exposed or unexposed. Exposed facets, such as a fracture surface, can be viewed directly in the SEM, whereas unexposed facets, such as a grain boundary, are usually revealed as an etched trace on a polished surface. Photogrammetric methods can be used to obtain the positional orientation of an exposed facet, and the crystallographic orientation is obtained either directly from the surface or by indirect sectioning. Calibrated sectioning is required to obtain the equivalent parameters for an internal surface. The present paper compares the methods for obtaining and interpreting the crystallography of facets, with illustrations from several materials.